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ABSTRACT
Ontologies serve robotics in many ways, particularly in de-

scribing and driving autonomous functions. These functions are
built around robot tasks. In this paper, we introduce the IEEE
Robot Task Representation Study Group, including its work plan,
initial development efforts, and proposed use cases. This effort
aims to develop a standard that provides a comprehensive on-
tology encompassing robot task structures and reasoning across
robotic domains, addressing both the relationships between tasks
and platforms and the relationships between tasks and users. Its
goal is to develop a knowledge representation that addresses task
structure, with decomposition into subclasses, categories, and/or

∗Address all correspondence to this author.
†Previous affiliation: UFRGS, Porto Alegre, Brazil

relations. It includes attributes, both common across tasks and
specific to particular tasks and task types.

INTRODUCTION
Industrial automation is steadily evolving towards computer-

controlled processes over fixed automation. For example, man-
ufacturing environments ranging from small batch to large scale
production desire seamlessly integrated processes and systems.
All actors need to have sufficient knowledge of their tasks to
not only perform them, but to also communicate their pending
activities to others and to recognize and correct errors without
the need to interrupt the process. In this context, task refers
to a concrete decomposition from goal to subgoals that enables
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the human/robot to accomplish the goal at a specific instance in
time. The tasks can be either informational (i.e., storing, repre-
senting, or transferring information between the actors) or phys-
ical, where the actors actually manipulate materials (e.g., the
robot picks and places an object) [14]. The task could also
be “ collaborative” (e.g., human–robot manipulation in materi-
als handling), where autonomous robots are expected to collab-
orate with other robots, as well as humans. With growing de-
mand for product variations, limited skilled manpower, increased
complexity of working environments, and greater requirements
for robot–robot and human–robot collaboration, there is a need
for a standard providing an explicit knowledge representation for
robot tasks. The availability of such a standard knowledge repre-
sentation will:

• define the domain concepts as controlled vocabularies for
robot task representation;
• ensure a common understanding between different industrial

groups and devices;
• facilitate interoperability between robotic systems for effi-

cient data transfer and information exchange;
• increase manufacturing performance (e.g., flexibility) by

more easily incorporating new processes due to a common
set of concepts.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the IEEE Robot
Task Representation (RTR) Study Group, whose goal is to de-
velop a broad standard that provides a comprehensive ontology
for robot task structure and reasoning with specific application
to the industrial robotics domain and its subfields. This paper
describes the procedures RTR will follow to accomplish its goal,
and describes the initial work performed to define terminology
serving as the basis for the ontology. This work will be a sup-
plement to the existing standard Core Ontology for Robotics and
Automation (CORA) [1], which was developed by the IEEE On-
tologies for Robotics and Automation Working Group. This sup-
plement will include the presentation of concepts in an initial set
of application domains (e.g., manufacturing) where robot task
representation could be useful. The ontology provides a unified
way to represent knowledge about robot tasks by sharing com-
mon knowledge and preserving meaning. It can be utilized in
manufacturing control applications, where the system needs to
control multiple elements of the manufacturing process and in-
formation needs to be shared among them.

From the robot task perspective, an ontology provides a
knowledge representation of key concepts related to robot tasks
with properties, relationships, and constraints relevant to the in-
dustrial processes. An ontology provides a richer set of relation-
ships between domain concepts.

Our work plan for developing the standard has two aspects.
Firstly, to develop the task ontology, extending CORA and cap-
turing vocabularies for robot task representation by requirements
analysis and surveying the literature. The final decision-making

on vocabularies will be achieved through consensus between dif-
ferent group members. The ontology will contain vocabularies
for generic tasks and specialized tasks for the industrial applica-
tion. The second aspect is to develop a task repository, which
will provide a set of instances that could be used for robotic im-
plementation and validation of the task ontology.

The rest of the paper follows the following outline: the Re-
lated Work section discusses some recent efforts for develop-
ing an ontology for robot task representation, the SUMO/CORA
section represents background on work performed for the IEEE
1872-2015 standard, the Work Plan section discusses the struc-
ture of the effort, requirements gathering, and the overall devel-
opment of the ontology, and the Terminology section represents a
first attempt to build terminology for robot tasks based on foun-
dational ontologies and CORA. In the Use Cases section, we
discuss use cases representing potential applications in various
domains, and conceptual similarities between the use cases, and
the Summary and Next Steps section concludes the paper.

RELATED WORK
The set of tasks a robot is expected to perform depends

on the application domain (e.g., industrial, autonomous, ser-
vice, surgical) it belongs to. There are standard tasks that ap-
ply across multiple domains and, within each area, application-
specific ones. This mixture between standard and specialized
tasks poses a challenge related to how to efficiently and unam-
biguously represent them.

Many in the literature have defined a task as an action with
proper input and output information that moves the application
from one state to another. In robotics, a set of tasks can be ex-
pressed in different ways, including domain definition languages,
finite state machines (FSM), and ontologies. Domain definition
languages present a good coverage of objects, actions and behav-
ior from the domain they represent, but tend to be very specific
or limited to this domain. In general, they are more targeted to
planning actions, expressing the domain in terms of predicates
and actions and the problem to be solved as objects, initial state
and goal state [13].

FSM favors the knowledge a robot must acquire to perform
the set of tasks and eases the communication among robots or
between humans and robots. However, it has limited power to
express some specific requirements such as temporal requisites
or intra-task dependencies. There are a few examples in the lit-
erature to consider: a Mealy state machine is used in [12] to
represent assistive actions a robot can perform while observing
a human performing a table assembly. In this context, a task is
represented by a set of states, and the robot is expected to iden-
tify and react to each by performing HOLD and ROTATE ac-
tions. A speech system engine based on OpenHRI is also used
to allow the robot to generate verbal messages to explain actions
and describe state to the user. A behavior-based model [9] rep-
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resents complex tasks involving temporal constraints, intra-tasks
dependencies, and multiple paths a robot can use to finalize a run-
ning task. Robots are organized in “goal” and “behavior” nodes
that follow constraints such as THEN, AND, OR, and WHILE to
perform reasoning, generate messages, and assess task state and
completion.

Machine learning can also be used to address the complexity
related to task representation, reasoning (knowledge), and com-
munication among robots. In [18], robots improve their knowl-
edge about a motor skill learning scenario and evaluate a set of
learning algorithms as they allow for dynamic changes in their
environment. Tasks are represented through a small set of prim-
itive motions a human performs while moving. Motor skills are
acquired through a set of supervised and reinforcement learning
steps.

Within the robotic domain, there are several attempts to for-
malize the task knowledge robots use in different applications:
Proteus is an ontology that describes mobile robotics scenarios
as a set of modules where the robotic elements and the mis-
sions are defined [15]; KnowRob is part of an ontology-based
robot knowledge framework for service robots [22]; Ontology
for Robotic Orthopedic Surgury (OROSU) is an ontology for
robotic surgery applied in the biomedical field [11]; RoboEarth
defines an ontology to facilitate task knowledge exchange among
heterogeneous robots [23]; and Ambient Assisted Living (AAL)
ontologies used in cloud robotics [24]. As for the manufactur-
ing domain, ontologies have been used in flexible manufacturing
systems [25] and manufacturing design of new products [4].

When robots and manufacturing are combined, an ontology-
based approach allows the robot to translate new orders within
the manufacturing process into what tasks to perform and how
to perform them. This kind of ontology for agile manufacturing
is described in [3]. It provides a knowledge base for static and
dynamic information about parts and actions supporting failure
analysis in robotic cells.

Given these different domains and the mixture of standard
and specialized tasks, a task ontology provides an efficient way to
describe the vocabulary for a generic task or activity, specializing
the terms of the top-level (or domain) ontology. Such an ontol-
ogy should capture task related knowledge from both structural
and behavioral perspectives as represented by the domain knowl-
edge (objects, relations, events as knowledge roles to be played
by domain concepts while performing a task) and the problem-
solving knowledge (how to achieve the defined goals, generally
as task decomposition into subtasks and control flow) [5,10,16].
The proposed extension to our CORA ontology is an approach to
address both perspectives.

CORA
The IEEE 1872-2015 standard [1] defines a set of ontologies

related to Robotics and Automation (R&A), chiefly the Core On-
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FIGURE 1. Overview of the main concepts in SUMO (shadowed) and
CORA

tology for Robotics and Automation (CORA). Core ontologies
capture the main concepts and relationships in a given domain.

There are two approaches by which CORA can be extended
and put to use. First, various groups and institutions can provide
specialized ontologies that extend CORA into more specific do-
mains of R&A. This is currently taking place in the sub-domains
of autonomous robots [17] and medical robotics. The other ap-
proach is to complement CORA with additional high-level on-
tologies. CORA addresses only a subset of the general concepts
within R&A. This paper describes one of these complementary
concepts not addressed beforehand – in this case, the notion of
robot task.

SUMO/CORA
We must extend task representation concepts in CORA in or-

der to define the Robot Task Ontology in conformance with IEEE
1872-2015. However, CORA itself extends the Standard Upper
Merged Ontology (SUMO) top ontology, which provides CORA
with very high level ontological distinctions about reality. Thus,
extending CORA means extending SUMO/CORA. For that rea-
son, we provide a brief overview of both ontologies [1, 19]).

As shown in Fig. 1, SUMO divides all entities that exist into
two large groups: physical and abstract. Physical entities have “a
location in space–time”. Abstract entities do not exist in space-
time (e.g., mathematical and epistemological entities). Physical
entities are separated into objects and processes. Object corre-
sponds to the class of ordinary objects, including spatial regions.
Processes on the other hand are entities that have temporal parts
and that are not objects.

CORA describes what a robot is by extending concepts in
SUMO. It defines three main entities related to robot: robot,
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robot group, and robotic system. The term robot may have many
definitions, and CORA acknowledges this inherent ambiguity as
an intrinsic feature of the domain, and therefore defines robot
purely based on necessary conditions. CORA uses a particu-
larly broad definition of robot, at the cost of including what some
roboticists may think of as non-robot entities. CORA states that
a robot is a device in the sense of SUMO. According to SUMO,
a device is an artifact (i.e., a physical object product of making),
which participates as a tool in a process. Being a device, robot
inherits the notion that devices have parts from SUMO, allowing
the representation of complex robots with robot parts. A robot is
also an agent. SUMO states that agent is “something or some-
one that can act on its own and produce changes in the world”.
Robots perform tasks by acting on the environment or themselves
and they can form robot groups. A robot group is also an agent
in the sense that its own agency emerges from its participants.
This notion can be used to describe robot teams, or even com-
plex robots formed by many independent robotic agents acting
in unison. Robotic systems are systems composed of robots (or
robot groups) and other devices that facilitate the operations of
robots. A good example of a robotic system is a car assembly
cell at a manufacturing site. Actuated structures within the envi-
ronment manipulate the car body enabling the industrial robots
within the system to act on it. An environment equipped with a
robotic system is a robotic environment.

WORK PLAN AND DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
The goal of the RTR Study Group is to develop a knowledge

representation that addresses task structure, with decomposition
into subclasses, categories, and/or relations. There are two parts
of the proposed standard: the Task Ontology and the Task Repos-
itory.

Although the Task Ontology will be the official standard
when completed, the Task Repository is necessary to help val-
idate the standard, and to provide an avenue that makes the stan-
dard more useful and applied in the industry. The Task Ontology
formally defines what a task is, and specifies the properties of
tasks, the properties of the hierarchy in which tasks are placed,
and the ways in which the performance of the capabilities re-
quired to accomplish the tasks are measured. The Task Reposi-
tory enables the community to build up a shared catalog of tasks
and capabilities along with their relationships (based on elements
within the Task Ontology). The purpose of the overall standard
is to ensure common representations and frameworks when tasks
are described, so the knowledge represented in the Task Ontol-
ogy defines the structure and content of the tasks in the Task
Repository. The purpose of this representation is to enable:

(i) communication of task-related data among different stake-
holders;

(ii) categorization of tasks according to a variety of criteria;

FIGURE 2. Robot Task Representation Study Group Work Plan

(iii) improved awareness and identification of potentially com-
mon solutions to disparate problems;

(iv) support for alignment of existing capabilities to support of
new tasks;

(v) support for alignment of new capabilities to support existing
tasks.

The existence of such a repository allows for clear definitions
and descriptions of tasks and the ability for a user to quickly and
easily determine if a task description (and associated algorithm)
exists that will accomplish their goal, even if that task may have
been created for a different purpose in another domain.

To develop this ontology, we will perform the following:

1. Requirements Gathering: It is important to gather the rel-
evant information requirements from all of the target do-
mains, to ensure that the resulting knowledge representation
is truly comprehensive. RTR will reach out to experts in
various robotics fields to gain a deep understanding of what
is necessary to represent task information in their domains.
In addition to compiling the terms and definitions, RTR will
start the process of identifying cases in which the same term
has different meanings in different domains, as well as the
cases where the same definition is associated with different
terms. The output of this process will be a glossary of terms
and definitions, sorted by robot domain, which will serve as
the basis for subsequent steps in the work plan.

2. Surveying Similar Efforts: As discussed in the Relevant
Work section, there are a number of efforts that have at-
tempted to capture task information in specific robotic do-
mains. In this phase of the work plan, RTR will deeply ana-
lyze these efforts to see how well they capture the concepts
identified in the step above and evaluate their potential use as
sources of definitions for the main concepts identified. In ad-
dition, RTR will look at the way that these concepts are rep-
resented (i.e., the knowledge representation formalism that
is used and the attributes and relationships that are repre-
sented) to leverage the existing representational approaches
and concepts wherever possible.

3. Achieving Consensus on Definitions of Terms: Coming to
consensus on terms and definition is the most challenging,
yet essential part of the work. We have formed the study
group so that there is representation from a wide array of
robot domains. We are also closely collaborating with the
autonomous robotics subarea, which is also extending the
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1872-2015 standard.
4. Developing the Task Ontology: Building on the previous

work of 1872-2015 (CORA), and using consensus defini-
tions, RTR will extend the CORA ontology to capture terms
and definitions pertaining to robot tasks. While CORA does
not specifically address robot tasks, it does define high level
concepts of robot motion that can be leveraged. In ad-
dition, SUMO defines the concept of process, which can
also be built upon as appropriate. RTR will use aspects
of the METHONTOLOGY ontology development method-
ology [8], which includes the development of the ontology
conceptual model; the formalization of the ontology, which
involves transforming the conceptual model into a formal
or semi-computable model (specified in first-order logic, for
example); and the implementation of the ontology, which in-
volves transforming the previously formalized ontology into
a computable model, codified in an ontology representation
language, such as the Web Ontology Language (OWL).

5. Modeling of Shared Tasks and Capabilities in a Task
Repository: While the Task Ontology provides the struc-
ture and definitions of concepts, the Task Repository pro-
vides task instances that can be applied towards robot ap-
plications. It uses the structure of the concepts in the Task
Ontology and populates the values with instances specific to
individual robot types and applications. To validate the Task
Ontology, RTR will create a set of task instances in the Task
Repository, focusing on tasks that are generally applicable
across robot domains, such as pick and place tasks or robot
mobility tasks. The hope is that as the Task Ontology and as-
sociated Task Repository get used, the community will pop-
ulate the Task Repository with additional task instances.

6. Pilot Implementation: Using the task instances created in
the previous step, we will create two control systems in dif-
ferent domains. These control systems will use the knowl-
edge represented in the task repository to control a robot per-
forming operations in the domain of interest. We expect one
of the domains to be in the manufacturing field due to the
interest and availability of these types of robots among the
study group members. The second domain is still to be de-
termined. As mentioned above, we expect the tasks to fo-
cus on pick and place and mobility operations. This process
will help to validate the knowledge represented in the Task
Repository as well as the structure of the Task Ontology.

TERMINOLOGY
This initial set of terminology (and associated definitions)

are the basis for discussion. While RTR has not yet reached
consensus on the definitions, it presents the types of terms be-
ing addressed, and the initial concepts on their definitions. These
terms are broken into four categories, related to task descriptions,
properties, implementation aspects, and context. In each sec-

tion, a small set of terms is included with definitions that address
specific contexts and usages, where lower case roman numerals
identify each definition. When a specific term’s definition is
referred to in the subsequent text, it is indicated by providing
a subscript after the term corresponding to its definition (e.g.,
taski).

Terms and Definitions
Task Description Terminology Task description ter-

minology defines what the user or operator needs to get done.
Goal—What the robot is attempting to accomplish.

i The externally defined desired end (or continuing) state of
the system. Note that the goali is the action that the operator
or other external entity wants the robot to do. If the task
is decomposed to subtasks, the goali is the desired end (or
continuing) state of each subtasks, as defined by the task.

ii A subsidiary desire within the context of a larger problem—
goalii is shorthand for what is trying to be accomplished in
the abstract (e.g., as the operator or designer would define
it). If the overall goali is to move a part to a particular
location, the robot or its operator may be told to have a goalii
of reaching a specific interim pose.

iii Colloquial: A metric against which a given performance is
evaluated in the context of a specific taski (applies when
goali or goalii involve quantitative elements, e.g., “The
goaliii is to move 10 parts.”)

Task and Subtasks—The concrete decomposition from
goali to sub-goalsii that enable the robot to accomplish the user’s
goalsi. This term is particularly problematic, since practitioners
in different fields tend to define it differently, and even within
any given field, its usage is arbitrary.

i A restatement of the goal from the robot’s perspective. If the
goali is the expression of what the operator wants done, the
taski is how the robot interprets it (i.e., task planning). Sub-
tasks can be defined to whatever depth it is necessary. Tasks
and subtasks are accomplished via behaviors and actions.

ii A lower or higher level behavior. Within a given discussion,
it is common for taskii to be used as a generic term to en-
able individuals to differentiate between the behavior or ac-
tion under discussion and other lower or higher level actions.
This is particularly relevant during taski decomposition/taski
allocation discussions, where the decomposition process re-
sults in sub-tasks that, from the perspective of the original
taski, are synonymous with the actions used to accomplish
them.

Note that there are as many ways of breaking up a goali into
tasksi and subtasksi as there are robots and autonomy designers.
Furthermore, there is considerable confusion regarding the exact
definition of “task” and “behavior”, as they are commonly used.
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“Task” is often used to describe both the goali and the behavior
designed to accomplish it, and the words used to define a specific
taski are often the same words used to describe behaviors. There
are some attempts to separate a generic behavior programmed
into the robot (“pick up a part”) from a specific behavior instan-
tiated by the robot (“pick up that part”), but often no distinction
is made (“place part” can refer to the goali, the taski and the be-
havior used to accomplish it).

Task Property Terminology Task property terminol-
ogy defines properties of the job.

Constraint—Constraint properties limit the ways in which
the robot can complete the task. They help to define the condi-
tions under which the task will be considered as accomplished.

i A limitation defining the desired properties of the task that
can be expressed as a functional requirement (examples:
complete task within 10 seconds; stay inside the safe zone)

Evaluation—Evaluation properties are concerned with how
the robot’s performance of the task is evaluated. These include
both metrics that are used to evaluate capabilities, and are largely
independent of the task itself and metrics that are used to evaluate
the performance of the task.

i A performance metric defining a desired property of an
action or capability (e.g., path smoothness, shortest path
length)

ii A performance metric defining acceptable performance of a
given task (e.g, all parts were placed in the correct positions)

Task Implementation Terminology Task implemen-
tation terminology defines the aspects of the taski that relate to
specific things that must be accomplished. While in some cases
(“find my keys”), tasksi can be defined independently of the
robot’s actions, in others, specific actions are a key component
of the taski description (“attach this bolt”). This section is con-
cerned with the terminology we use to describe components of
the taski related to robot activity.

Action—Actions include any physical motion or desired ac-
tivity, physical or virtual.

i physical motion, desired or instantiated (example: move arm
to pose)

ii low level behavior that may or may not result in physical
motion (example: turn on sensor)

iii the lowest level behavior in the context of a given discussion
or system (e.g., reach joint angle)

RobotBehavior is the CORA implementation of Action.
Capability—Capabilities are concerned with action in the

abstract.

i a generic term referring to an actioni or actionii the robot has
been programmed to perform, a skill the robot provides, or
a behavior the robot has available. Can be used at any level.
(e.g., Action = close gripper or move arm; Skill = push, pull,
or pick up part; Behavior = pick and place)

Task Context Terminology Task context terminology
enables the user to define relevant properties of the context in
which the task is expected to take place. This context takes two
forms: the environment, which includes both the larger external
context and the things that the robot is expected to interact with
and the platform, which includes any properties the robot needs
in order to accomplish the task.

Environment—things that are not part of the robot system

i the physical world in which the task is situated (e.g., two
dimensional vs. three dimensional; underwater vs. ground
vs. air)

ii the objects which the robot is expected to interact with or
not interact with as part of accomplishing the task (e.g., the
cup in “pick up cup”; a pedestrian in an autonomous driving
situation)

Platform—things that are part of the robot itself

i the physical properties of the robot (e.g., wheels vs. treads;
battery vs. fuel)

ii the functional properties of the robot (e.g., range sensor vs.
color sensor; holonomic vs. non-holonomic)

In manufacturing, a robot arm may be required to assemble
components. Goali could be “part A and part B are rigidly con-
nected at point C”. Tasksii would include “pick up part A” and
“pick up part B”, as well as “hold part A next to part B”. “Move
to pose X relative to part A” would be a subtasksii of “pick up
part A”. We could impose the constrainti that the robot arm not
move outside a certain portion of its workspace, and evaluate
its performance based on how long it takes to complete the job
(evaluationi). It would require a “grasp part” actionii and “iden-
tify part A” and “identify part B” capabilitiesi. Its environmenti
would be defined by the factory in which it was expected to work
and its environmentii would also be defined by part A and part B,
and the platformi would be an instance of a robot arm.

Tasks in SUMO/CORA
Neither SUMO nor CORA define a specific concept for

task. The WordNet/SUMO alignment maps the different Word-
Net meanings of the term task to different subclasses of Inten-
tional Process in SUMO. An Intentional Process is a process that
has a specific purpose for the agent who performs it. Therefore,
an instance of a task in SUMO is an entity that has a location
in space-time, much like an event, and that has a purpose for a
given agent. It approximates the sense of taskii in the previous
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section. However, SUMO also restricts intentional processes to
processes acted upon by cognitive agents, which are defined as
biological organisms. Thus, Intentional Process cannot be used
as a basis for our definition of Task in Robotics.

In relation to task decomposition, SUMO defines the con-
cept Plan as a specification of a sequence of processes which
is intended to satisfy a specified purpose at some future time.
The concept is located in the abstract branch of SUMO, being
a subclass of Proposition and Procedure (Plan → Procedure →
Proposition → Abstract). While the provided axiomatization of
Plan and Procedure is not rich enough to draw deeper conclu-
sions about their meaning, it is interesting to note that Plan is
defined as a kind of Proposition. A Proposition in SUMO is an
abstract entity that represents a thought. For example, the sen-
tence “the book is on the table” expresses the proposition that
there is a book situated on top of a particular table. This sentence
in e.g., Portuguese (“o livro está sobre a mesa”) is a different sen-
tence that express the same proposition. Propositions are materi-
alized by instances of Content-bearing Object, which is a kind of
physical object that represents one or more propositions, such as
the two pieces of text above. SUMO separates information (the
Proposition) from how it is physically represented or encoded
(the Content Bearing Object). Content-bearing objects also in-
clude non-linguistic objects, such as pictures and icons. Further-
more, SUMO introduces the relationship realization, which al-
lows one to link instances of propositions with the instances of
processes that express them.

In summary, SUMO allows one to represent a situation
where a plan (or a procedure), encoded in one or more docu-
ments (such as computer files) is realized by instances of pro-
cesses at different times. We can go a step further by bringing in
the notion of Robot Behavior from the Robot Architecture Ontol-
ogy (RAO) [6]. The RAO ontology aims to extend CORA with
concepts and relationships about robot architectures. It defines
the concept Robot Behavior as any process that has a robot as
agent. Thus, SUMO/CORA/RAO. A Plan is is only expressive
enough to represent robot behaviors and their relation to hypo-
thetical plans they might act upon.

Initial Ontology Specification
Because the Task Ontology extends SUMO and CORA as

described in previous sections, the structure of the Task Ontology
is aligned with their structures. We take inspiration from SUMO,
defining Plan and separating our task-related terminology within
three main branches:

• Object branch, e.g., Robot, Platform;
• Process branch, e.g., Robot Behavior;
• Proposition branch, e.g., Task, Goal.

Fig. 3 shows how the key terms connect to each other. A robot
can have the capability to solve various tasks. This is expressed

via the relation solves between Robot and Task, and the rela-
tion hasCapability between Robot and Capability. Goals are at a
higher level, and connected to tasks at a lower level via the rela-
tion abstractPart, where Task is realized via RobotBehavior. A
Task depends on both Environment and Platform. Tasks usually
carry Constraints and may have Subtasks.

FIGURE 3. The structure of the Task Ontology (TO) (a fragment);
solid lines represent sub-class relations and dashed lines correspond to
other relations

.

USE CASES
In order to be truly useful, a standard must be applicable

across a large section of the industry that it is aimed to serve. In
the case of a task ontology for robotic systems, domains rang-
ing from industrial automation to self-driving cars and research
robots could potentially benefit from a standardized representa-
tion. The mission for this working group is to determine where
there are similarities between the structure of the tasks in the var-
ious domains and how to coherently represent these similarities
across domains. In order to perform this mission, RTR will de-
velop domain specific task models by examining robot tasking
in diverse domains and situations. We anticipate that significant
areas of overlap will be discovered when we compare the mod-
els for the various domains. This standard will concentrate on
these areas of overlap. The use cases presented below, derived
from the authors’ current work, are being examined to develop
these models. In the text below, we showed which definitions of
specific terms are being used (as indicated by the subscript after
terms such as task and goal) to indicate where overlap exists and
where the same term is being used with different meanings.

Agile Manufacturing
Many of today’s assembly lines perform mixed-model as-

sembly, where the same line produces many slightly different
variants of the same product. According to Zhu, et al. [27] there
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FIGURE 4. Task structure utilized by agile manufacturing use case.

are 1017 possible variations of the BMW 7 Series. Robotic au-
tomation should support automatic reconfiguration to construct
any of these variants without the need for re-programming. In ad-
dition, many robot vendors make products that have similar capa-
bilities and could be utilized interchangeably in applications, but
these robots need to be programmed in custom languages, and
small- and mid-sized manufacturers do not have the resources to
learn to program more than one variant. These problems lend
themselves to a hierarchical and modular decompositions of the
top-level robot application. Figure 4 shows one such decompo-
sition from Balakirsky et.al [2].

Proctor et al. [20] have taken the first steps in developing
a vendor independent robot programming language at the low-
est (robot) level of decomposition. This hierarchical language
(known as the Canonical Robot Command Language or CRCL)
allows the robot to be given a taskii consisting of movements in
Cartesian space, and works identically on multiple robots from
multiple vendors. The next higher level defines behaviors which
constitute the open-loop application of sequences of CRCL com-
mands. An example of a behavior would be following a path that
is known to be obstacle free. Skills support activities that create
a desired, measurable effect. A skill must contain preconditions
for execution and expected effects of the application of the skill.
An example of a skill would be grasping or moving a part. Skills
may be composed in order to create a taskii like picking a part
from a tray, which employs the skills of part grasping and move-
ment. Finally, an application composes multiple tasksii in order
to perform a high-level activity, such as assembling several parts
to form a finished product.

A planning system composes the robot tasksii to perform
complex assembly activities that may be altered on a run-by-run
basis. During execution, skill preconditions and effects can be
used to perform error checking and assembly verification. Fur-
ther development of this use case will include examining the ex-
act content that is required to specify behaviors, skills, tasksii,
and applications along with their preconditions and effects. By
standardizing these data elements, planning systems will be able
to use tasking libraries provided by different vendors to program
a robot to perform agile assembly operations.

Purchasing Laboratory Equipment
Pharmaceutical companies and research laboratories fre-

quently purchase equipment. This requires exchange of infor-
mation with suppliers about the equipment, its capabilities, and
its intended use. Unfortunately, the representation of such infor-
mation is not sufficiently standardized which may lead to mis-
communication.

For example, the Robot Scientist ”Eve” from the University
of Manchester is designed to carry out automated drug discov-
ery investigations. It is a fully autonomous robot that performs
experiments with yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) assays that
are fast and amenable to automation [26]. Recently, Eve joined
a high-profile Big Mechanism program that focuses on cancer
research (www.darpa.mil/program/big-mechanism). In order to
integrate Eve with Big Mechanism, the team must extend and
align Eve’s capabilities to include experimenting with human
cells. This requires purchasing new equipment and integrating
the new devices into the Eve robotic system.

It is beneficial to provide our potential suppliers with the
specification of tasksi Eve needs to work on and the required
robotic behavior. Eve has to deal with a variety of tasksi at dif-
ferent levels of granularity: testing research hypotheses, plan-
ning and scheduling experiments, managing consumables, etc.
up to trashing used pipettes. In the absence of an agreed standard
for the representation of these tasksi, the specification of Eve is
supported by an in-house Eve equipment ontology and the EX-
ACT (experimental actions) ontology [21]. EXACT defines such
typical experimental steps as move, add, incubate, and measure,
along with their key properties such as entity (i.e., what is being
incubated), period (i.e., of shaking), and temperature.

In order to accomplish her goal, Eve needs to carry out a
”cherry picking” procedure that requires the capability of se-
lective picking pre-defined chemicals from a large library and
adding them to biological samples at different, preferably very
small volumes, to enable high throughput. Such an experimental
procedure (i.e., robotic behavior) corresponds to a sequence of
tasksii (defined in EXACT as actions). An example of a taskii is:

– add entity 1 to entity 2
– entity 1: honokiol, daidzein, fulvestrant, etc.
– volume: 20 nL–100 nL
– entity 2: cell culture
– container: wells in 384 well plate.

We represented desired behaviors using actionsii defined in
EXACT; asked potential suppliers to provide us with the speci-
fication of their equipment that has the functionality to fulfil our
requirements; and selected the most suitable ones. For the con-
sidered example, the Echo 550 liquid handler was selected as it
can transfer very small volumes using acoustics, and this capa-
bility is essential for high throughput experimentation.

However, the taskii as defined in EXACT did not support
specification of the necessary integration with EVE, so the ven-
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dors misunderstood the requirements and the system selected did
not provide the necessary access to their proprietary software re-
quiring additional negotiations to support integration with EVE.
If one assumes that CORA and the Task Ontology are widely
accepted standards, then we will be able to communicate in a
standardized way and our purchase requests should be processed
accurately and meaningfully. Adoption of the Task Ontology as
the standard for the description of desired uses of robotic equip-
ment will significantly improve the exchange of information be-
tween different parties, for example between suppliers and buy-
ers of laboratory robotic equipment.

Automotive Cable Industry
Robotic manufacturing systems are widely used in the au-

tomotive industry. However, in specific segments such as the
automotive cable manufacturing industry, robots have not been
successfully deployed. The main reason for this issue is the com-
plexity and number of tasksi that must be performed. Robot cells
do exist to seal automotive plugs on car cables, but their program-
ming is not adequate for an agile manufacturing system. The
work cell program must be developed from scratch for each new
plug, meaning that hundreds of sealing patterns can exist in the
factory database.

The task ontology driven framework defines the tasks
needed to enable the robotic cell to generate a given seal pattern.
An ontology was proposed [7] based on the IEEE 1872-2015
standard [1, 19] and built from the robot, environment, process
knowledge, and knowledge model. The standard was used to de-
fine the machine components representation, and the task ontol-
ogy will address the processes and environment at the application
domain level.

The real application scenario consists of the placement of
two different types of seals in a cable plug terminal with 56 holes
[7]. This isolates those which do not receive electric cables. As
such, the robot has two different types of capabilities, one for
each type of seal insertion.

Each of the different sealing patterns requires several robot
tasksii to be completed in order to achieve the production plan
goalsi. Within the Task Ontology terminology above, the goali
can be defined as ’Insert seals in a predefined pattern into the
cable plug terminal.’

At the Process branch, as depicted in Fig. 5 the needed
RobotBehavior required is motion. As such, the RobotMotion
class defined in CORA is instantiated to accomplish the depen-
dent tasks.

The Tasks defined in Fig. 5 are directly related to the selec-
tion of actuators. For example, the tasks ReleaseSeal and Cap-
tureSeal use the pneumatic actuator, where two Subtasks were
defined for each, e.g., ’MoveInnerPneumatic’. The task Rotate-
Base120 use a 3-phase electric motor to rotate the base where the
cable plug terminals are to be located for seal insertion. All the

other tasks use the two Direct Current (DC) motors of the robot
joints to move the robot in the XY plane.

FIGURE 5. Snapshot of the task ontology driven framework [7], re-
lated to the High Level Robot Motion Processes Branch.

SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS
Factories of the future should comprise robot systems able to

efficiently communicate and coordinate with each other and with
humans. Towards the fourth industrial revolution, ontologies
should provide a capable context to describe and drive human–
robot and robot–robot interactions. In general, ontologies can
make all pertinent knowledge about a robots’ tasks available,
thus promoting mass computerization of production lines.

While providing comprehensive axiomatization of the whole
domain of Robotics & Automation is impractical, a partial ax-
iomatization is beneficial. IEEE CORA was the first step in that
direction, providing the initial scaffolding upon which new on-
tologies can be built. The next step is the creation of a task-level
domain ontology, as initiated by the IEEE Robot Task Represen-
tation group. The foundations of this new ontology, the structure,
and the development approach are described in this paper, as the
basis for building the ontology. The need for this ontology has
been demonstrated both through the differences between the cur-
rent terminology in the use cases and proposed terminology and
through the provided use cases.

DISCLAIMER
Certain commercial software and tools are identified in this

paper in order to explain our research. Such identification does
not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National In-
stitute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the
software tools identified are necessarily the best available for the
purpose.
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